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ABSTRACT. Terrestrial Time TT is a time oordinate in a geoentri referene system. It isrealized through International Atomi Time TAI, whih gets its stability from some 200 atomiloks worldwide and its auray from a small number of primary frequeny standards (PFS)whih frequeny measurements are used to steer the TAI frequeny. Beause TAI is omputedin "real-time" and has operational onstraints, it does not provide an optimal realization ofTT. The BIPM therefore omputes another realization TT(BIPM) in post-proessing, whih isbased on a weighted average of the evaluations of TAI frequeny by the PFS. The proeduresto proess PFS data have been reently updated and we onsequently propose an updatedomputation of TT(BIPM). We use all reently available data from new Cs fountain PFS anda revised estimation of the stability of the free atomi time sale EAL on whih TAI is based.The performane of the new realization of TT is disussed and is used to assess the auray ofreent PFS measurements.1. INTRODUCTIONTerrestrial Time TT was de�ned by Reommendation IV of Resolution A4 of the Interna-tional Astronomial Union, adopted at its XXIst General Assembly (1991). The sale unit ofTT is hosen to agree with the SI seond on the rotating geoid and its origin is de�ned by thefollowing relation to TAI : TT = TAI + 32.184 s on 1977 January 1st, 0 h TAI. InternationalAtomi Time TAI, the time sale established by the BIPM, is a realization of Terrestrial TimeTT, i.e. a oordinate time of a geoentri referene system. TAI gets its stability from some200 atomi loks kept in some 50 laboratories worldwide and its auray from a small numberof primary frequeny standards (PFS) developed by a few metrology laboratories. The saleinterval (unit) of TAI is based on the SI seond, i.e. the period assoiated with an hyper�netransition of the esium atom, as it is realized by these primary frequeny standards. To bemore spei�, in the omputation of TAI, a free-running time sale, EAL, is �rst establishedfrom a weighted average of some 200 atomi loks, then the frequeny of EAL is ompared withthat of the primary frequeny standards using all available data proessed with the algorithmpresented in [Azoubib et al. 1977℄, and a frequeny shift (frequeny steering orretion) is ap-plied to EAL to ensure that the frequeny of TAI is aurate. Changes to the steering orretionare designed to ensure auray without degrading the long-term (several months) stability ofTAI, and these hanges are announed in advane in the BIPM monthly Cirular T. Unertaintyin the frequeny of TAI originates from unertainties in the PFS evaluations and in the linksbetween eah PFS and TAI, and from instabilities in the time sale used to onnet the PFS314



evaluations whih are arried out at di�erent times. Proedures to estimate these unertaintiesand to report the results in BIPM publiations have been updated in 2000 [Petit 1999℄. It isnotable that, at present time, the three soures of unertainty in TAI (time sale instabilities,unertainties in PFS frequeny and in frequeny transfer tehniques) ontribute eah at a levelwhih is lose to, or slightly below, 1� 10�15 in frational frequeny.Beause TAI is omputed in "real-time" every month and has operational onstraints (e.g.no orretion for a mistake disovered many days after the publiation), it does not providean optimal realization of TT. The BIPM therefore omputes another realization TT(BIPM)in post-proessing [Guinot 1988℄, whih is based on a weighted average of the evaluations ofTAI frequeny by the PFS. Several versions have been omputed in the 1990s, the latest ofwhih is TT(BIPM99) (see ftp://62.161.69.5/pub/tai/sale/). Over the last ten years impor-tant improvements have been ahieved (see setion 2) and, sine 1999, twelve di�erent primaryfrequeny standards have provided evaluations of the TAI frequeny, inluding �ve Cs fountainloks for whih all systemati frequeny shifts have been estimated with a relative unertaintylose to 1 � 10�15. Therefore a new realization of TT(BIPM) has been omputed and some ofits appliations are desribed in setion 3.2. EVOLUTION OVER 10 YEARS: 1993-2003We examine here the progresses realized over the last deade, mainly in what onerns thestability of the ensemble time sale EAL and the auray of TAI. Substantial improvementshave also taken plae in time transfer but these have little e�ets on the long-term intervals(one month and above) in whih we are interested here. We hoose to onsider a period startingaround 1993, when the �rst ommerial loks of a new generation were introdued.Improvements in the stability of EAL have mainly resulted from two soures: the improve-ment of the loks themselves and the hanges in the weighting sheme that were introduedto better take advantage of the quality of the loks in the ensemble average. There were threemain hanges in the deade: From 05/1995, the variane below whih the maximum weight isattributed to a lok was dereased. From 01/1998, the maximum weight of a lok was set to a�xed value (0.7%). From 01/2001, the maximum weight was set to 2/N, where N is the numberof weighted loks (typially 220), then it was set to 2.5/N from 07/2002. We therefore distin-guish four periods to desribe the stability of EAL, eah of them representing an improvementover the previous one (see Petit 2003).Many progresses in primary frequeny standards and some hange in the treatment of theirdata have ourred over the deade: First, following Reommendation S2 (1996) of the CCDS, afrequeny orretion for the blak-body radiation shift has been applied to all primary frequenystandard results. The main e�et is a global hange in the frequeny of TT whih has been takeninto aount sine TT(BIPM96). However the most notable events have been the introdutionof new types of primary standards: First optially pumped PFS in 1995, then Cs fountains. The�rst fountain data were reported in 1995 but suh data have been regularly available only sinethe end of 1999. A side e�et has been the notable inrease in the number of di�erent PFSavailable during a given year: from about two per year in the early 1990s, the number inreasedto nearly 10 per year in the 2000s.3. THE NEW REALIZATION TT(BIPM2003) AND SOME APPLICATIONSBasi features of the new proedure for omputing TT(BIPM) are the following:*All PFS measurements reported bak to 1992 have had their assoiated unertainty valuesupdated in aordane to the new proedure [Petit 1999℄.315



*The frequeny of EAL with respet to the PFS is then estimated for eah month sine 1993with the usual proedure [Azoubib et al. 1977℄ but with new estimations for the stability modelof EAL as mentioned in Setion 2. This best estimate represents f(EAL-TT).*The series of monthly values f(EAL-TT) is slightly smoothed (low pass �lter with a uttingfrequeny around 2 yr�1) so as to inlude possible yearly signatures in the smoothed frequenies(EAL-TT). It is estimated that yearly signatures are most likely due to EAL rather than to theprimary standards, so this proedure mostly removes these signatures from TT.*The smoothed frequenies are interpolated and integrated with a 5-day step sine MJD48984 (28 De 1992), at whih epoh ontinuity is ensured with TT(BIPM99). This formsTT(BIPM2003) whih is available at ftp://62.161.69.5/pub/tai/sale/.[TT(BIPM99)-TT(BIPM2003)℄ remains in the range [-40ns,+25ns℄ until August 1997. Thenthe di�erene gets larger and reahes -170 ns in February 1999. This may be partly due tothe inuene of the new primary standards introdued in 1999 that were not available for theomputation of TT(BIPM99) but a�et TT(BIPM2003) already during the end of 1998. Figure1a shows the di�erene between TAI and TT(BIPM2003) over 1993-2003. Two main periodsmay be distinguished, when the frequeny of TAI is notably too low: In the �rst period, 1993-1998, this results from the deision in 1995 to orret the PFS frequenies for the Blakbodyfrequeny shift, automatially shifting the TAI frequeny by about �2�10�14 , a step whih tookabout 3 years to reover by ontinuously steering its frequeny by 1� 10�15 every two months.In the seond period, about sine end 1999, this is due to other auses: when Cs fountainsstarted to ontribute signi�antly, it was observed that their estimation of TAI frequeny wassomewhat lower than the estimation given by other PFSs. Although this was reognized quiteearly, the present steering poliy has so far failed to bring the TAI frequeny lose to that of thePFSs probably beause a systemati frequeny drift in EAL, of unknown origin, adds its e�etto ounter the frequeny steering orretions. The net result is a nearly systemati frequenydi�erene between TAI and TT(BIPM2003) whih integrates to some 4 miroseonds over 10years.

Figure 1: a: Di�erene between TT(BIPM2003) and TAI (with an o�set removed) b: Di�erenein pulsar timing of using TT(BIPM2003) or TAI as a referene
The most demanding appliation of a time sale on the long term is the analysis of long seriesof measurements of the time of arrival of radio pulses from milliseond pulsars [Petit and Tavella316



1996℄. In suh an analysis, several physial parameters of the pulsar are obtained by adjustinga model to the data, assuming that long-term systemati e�ets from both the referene timesale and the series of measurements do not ontaminate this estimation. It is useful to try toestimate in what respet time sales like TAI or TT(BIPM) may di�er for this purpose. Beausethe pulsar rotation period and its derivative are always obtained by adjustment, all omparisonsbetween di�erent time sales must be done after removing the best-�t quadrati between them.Suh an adjustment over a period of 10 years yields quasi-periodi di�erenes between the twosales, with apparent period of a few years and amplitude of several hundred ns (Figure 1b).This ompares to a timing noise that may be as low as a few hundred ns in the best ases, so thise�et is not negligible in priniple. However, the timing noise and some other long term e�etsare generally larger than this for most pulsars. Nevertheless it is always advised to use a post-proessed time sale like the new TT(BIPM2003) for pulsar analysis, rather than a real-timesale suh as TAI, GPS time or a loal atomi time sale realized by a single time laboratoryAnother important appliation of TT(BIPM2003) is to serve as a frequeny referene toompare Cs fountain data. Half a dozen Cs fountains from four di�erent laboratories haveontributed to the estimation of EAL frequeny over the past years. However they operateintermittently and it is generally not possible to diretly ompare them beause their operationis not simultaneous. Then the most onvenient way to interompare them is to use a ommonreferene whih is as aurate and stable as possible. TT(BIPM2003) may serve this purposeand the results of suh omparisons will be presented in a subsequent paper [Petit 2003℄.4. CONCLUSIONSWe ompute a post-proessed time sale, TT(BIPM2003), basing its stability on EAL and itsauray on all available PFS measurements. Presently the three soures of unertainty (timesale instabilities, unertainties in PFS frequeny and in frequeny transfer tehniques) eahontribute at a level whih is lose to, or slightly below, 1 � 10�15 in frational frequeny sothat the unertainty in the frequeny of TT(BIPM2003) is lose to 1� 10�15. This time sale isonsidered the best realization of Terrestrial Time and is therefore most suited as a referene forthe analysis of pulsar data. It also allows a better omparison of the di�erent PFS measurementsthat are presently sparse and rarely simultaneous.It is expeted that the auray of PFS will progress rapidly in the oming years. Progressesin time sale formation and in time transfer tehniques should aompany the progresses inprimary frequeny standard tehnology to bring the auray of TT(BIPM) and the unertaintyon the TAI frequeny well below 1� 10�15 in the near future.5. REFERENCESAzoubib J., Granveaud M., Guinot B., Metrologia 13, 87, 1977.Guinot B., Astron. Astrophys., 192, pp. 370{373, 1988.Petit G., Pro. 31st PTTI, pp. 297{304, 1999.Petit G., Pro. 35th PTTI, 2003, to be published.Petit G., Tavella P., Astron. Astrophys., 308, pp. 290{298, 1996.
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